BPI-OUTER SHELL CARRIERS

All of our outer shell carriers:

- Hold concealable panels
- Are rugged and versatile
- Include front and back placards
- Feature Man Down drag straps
- Have fixed shoulders
- Feature an internal belly band with back to front closure
- Uses 4” Waist straps
- Have overlap available
- Have contoured shape for added comfort
- Feature Hook and Loop panel containment
- Feature a 2 year limited warranty
- Have front and back plate pockets up to 10” x 12”

Dress Vest:

- Different finishes and styles available
- Sleek design for situations where image is just as important as protection
- Easily modified to meet the needs of any localities
- False buttons for added style
- Integrated mic holder
- Name plate and badge holder
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EMS:

- For first responders in dangerous situations
- Highly visible
- Customizable for crucial supplies
- Reflective “star of life” patch
- Integrated radio pockets
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FAI:

- High contrast red and white fabric for high visibility
- Communication channel
- MOLLE system available for various pouch arrangements
- Includes red lettering on front and back
- Customizable for ammo pockets
- Integrated radio pockets
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Quilted:

- Insulated material for colder weather
- Sleek enough to be worn under a jacket or as an outer garment itself
- Chest pockets available
- Diamond pattern for added style
- Mic holder
- Low profile pockets
LVAC

(Low Visibility Armor Carrier)

The Low Visibility Armor Carrier was developed to be worn under an outer shirt creating a lower profile signature when operating discreetly. Provides a great armor platform for covert and overt operations.

LVAC is a very lightweight, flexible, comfortable vest that can be worn under a vest, shirt, chest rig, with ease. Sometimes we pass over simple for complex and the latest and greatest. LVAC platform has been an industry leader for simplicity, user friendly, and providing maximum protection.

FEATURES:

☑ Outer cover is made from 500D Cordura, and inner is made with an anti-microbial material.

☑ Fits SPEAR/BALCS SAPI and ESAPI Front/Rear plates (sizes S-XL)

☑ Vest sizes correspond to SPEAR/BALCS Armor sizes

☑ Size SMALL - accommodates BALCS small panels and up to 8.75" x 11.75" plates

☑ Size LARGE - accommodates BALCS large panels and up to 10.25" x 13.25" plates

☑ No armor included